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welcome
In a bold move, and one not without
trepidation, we have switched our annual
report to digital format… bold because we
are dishing up our latest smorgasbord of
stories and information, with a strong flavour
of technological spice… trepidation at losing
long-time readers who don’t like using digital
media.

of the courage that got us through the
last twelve months. The courage of our
landholders, surviving in the face of nature’s
fickle moisture deficit; the courage of
our team, committed and innovative in
challenging times; the courage of our board
to support that innovation; and the courage
of our funders to back our bold vision.

Our annual reports have, over the years,
garnered a reputation for high quality
content and presentation… easy reading,
informative, great to feel in the hands, and
simply stunning photographs of an amazing
region. However, there are loads of new and
exciting tools for displaying information and
sharing stories… we’re excited to be using
them.

Desert Channels Queensland is owned
by our community, and funded by
governments so, by necessity, we must
balance the community’s priorities with the
requirements of our funders. It is for the
benefit of residents of our region, and for
all Australians, that we work to ensure our
vision of having our inland river catchments
preserved, productive and secure ... for all
... forever.

So, here we are...
One person’s courage is another’s stupidity…
you be the judge.
And to paraphrase
arguably the greatest leader of the last
century, Nelson Mandela, courage is not the
absence of fear, but the triumph over it. A
brave person is not one who does not feel
afraid, but one who conquers their fear to
achieve great things.
This year, through these electronic pages
of our achievements, we provide a glimpse

Our Lake Eyre Basin rivers are the last,
great, unregulated, dryland river systems on
this planet. Their catchments are productive
yet challenged, resilient yet fragile; they
are diverse, mysterious and inspiring … the
cradle of the Australian ethos ... testament
to 1,000 generations of stewardship.
We, their current custodians, must continue
to show the courage to protect, preserve
and allow them to prosper.
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Year in review
plans

14

Sustainable Agricultural
Property Plans developed

on ground

97,229

1038

= 1000ha

ha prickly acacia treated &
under active management
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km of riparian
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for weeds

automated
monitoring sites
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feral pigs
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700
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community

50+

$1.29M
spent at local
businesses

hours of staff
volunteer time to
community

communications

1

5

38

promotional
films

media
opportunities

social media

1047

facebook
followers

public
awareness
signs installed

11,628

112

YouTube hits

followers
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chair
As we all know, government spending is
contracting for many sectors, and this is having
an effect on the economy, social services and the
environment. Sadly, DCQ is feeling the brunt of
the economic downturn and the slow withdrawal
of investment dollars in natural resource
management programs by both state and federal
governments.
Going forward, we have to cope with one million
dollars less than our 2014-2015 budget. This will
have serious impacts on the retention of staff and
their highly specialised skills. It also means we
have less money for community information and
partnerships, monitoring of NRM risks and our
on-ground weed program.
However, I can assure you, the DCQ Weed
Program will remain our flagship project. This
program continues to provide advice, help
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and encouragement to landholders fighting to
control and eradicate a pest that is impacting
on their economic viability and the biodiversity
of the Mitchell Grass Downs bioregion. The
encroachment of Prickly Acacia, since first planted
in the early 1900s, has affected over 22 million
hectares of west and north-west Queensland
If we are to remain in a position to help manage
our landscapes, the political attitude to natural
resource management, and its funding, needs to
change significantly.
Over the past 20 years, the core infestation of
this pest has doubled in size to over 12 million
hectares. This represents a 3.5% increase year
on year - unsustainable both economically and
environmentally for our landscape and its users.
Despite the troubled times, the DCQ Team
managed to deliver an impressive array of

projects that will be detailed elsewhere in this
annual report, but I have to acknowledge their
professionalism and innovation, and thank them
for their effort.
Partnerships, whether with landholders or other
organisations, are the cornerstone of how DCQ
can deliver so much with such small investments.
While our Foundation conducted, on the smell of
an oily rag, a social research project to identify
landholder attitudes to Night Parrot conservation,
we continue to contribute to the recovery of this
enigmatic bird through membership of the Night
Parrot Recovery Team and partnership with Bush
Heritage Australia. Once thought to be extinct,
the Night Parrot was rediscovered in the region in
2013 by naturalist, John Young.
The organisation has also been working with
neighbouring NRM Groups and their local councils
tackle some of the landscape challenges where
we have a common interest or where we can
draw and share knowledge and provide additional
or complementary services.
We’ve been able to help landholder groups like
the Central West Multi-Shire Wild Dog Control
Fence Steering Committee with expertise and
assistance in mapping and advancing their plans
to combat the sheep industry’s wild dog nemesis.
The thing I am proudest of is the recognition we,
and the other members of the Lake Eyre Basin
Partnership, received in the form of the 2014
Australian RiverPrize. It was the first time the
prize has been awarded for preservation of a river
system, rather than repair. I congratulate and
thank everyone in the Basin for their two decades
of dedication and effort that made this possible.
This year, on the administrative front, we have
reviewed our governance and policies, ensuring
they remain fit-for-purpose.
We have also
evaluated our business structures and processes
around probity, transparency and public
perception.

We ran a modest deficit for the 2014-2015 year,
agonising over where we can cut costs and still
deliver to the community... we can’t. We cannot
keep our team and their special skills together
unless we receive additional funding. Prudent
past management meant we have had, to
date, enough reserves to weather this financial
shortfall. It can’t continue. We are doing all we
can to source additional revenue.
Our Board is considering a change to its structure
and meeting arrangements to better reflect
the fiscal situation. I am very grateful for the
professional manner in which directors and
management have approached the financial
viability of DCQ.
While the community and government receives
value for money from DCQ, unfortunately, the
landscape comes a very poor second when
funding priorities are formulated. Unless we are
able to care for our land, water and air, we can’t
hope to have sustainable agriculture.
In closing, thank you for your continued support...
without our members we could not exist, and we
could not provide the Queensland section of the
Lake Eyre Basin with the help and stewardship
it deserves. Together, we will fight on and work
hard for this globally unique landscape and its
great people and communities.
Yours sincerely,

Bruce Scott
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ceo
As a CEO, you relish opportunities to showcase
and celebrate the successes of your team
members. For me, one of the best places is
through the pages of this report.
Over the last 12 years, DCQ has grown from an
embryo in Birdsville, to this team of wonderful,
talented and committed individuals that I
have the privilege to work with. It has been
very proud and humbling for me to watch as
individuals, plans and programs have developed
and matured to reach their potential. So you
will have to indulge me as I do a bit of boasting
about the team, and what they have been able to
achieve, often in the face of long odds. And for
that indulgence, I promise to make this report
shorter than it usually is.
Without a doubt, the DCQ team is very special,
but equally special are the people we work with
around our region. The more stoic, competent,
resilient and inspirational landholders I meet,
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the more privileged I feel. I cannot express my
admiration enough.
This last year, with its worsening drought, has
been a tough one for so many, yet participation
in our emblematic prickly acacia eradication
program has been oversubscribed. It’s not just
landholders who are supporting our program,
but local governments, industry groups and
Government agencies as well.
Twelve years of hard work by the DCQ team has
come together into something very special, and
I have to say it makes me immensely proud.
We now have the technologies and tools, the
processes and procedures, and the capacity to
eradicate prickly acacia from watercourses and
other core, seed-producing infestations.
We have built strength by sharing our operational
plans with local governments; we have shown
the benefits of leveraging off each other’s

funding; we have proven that genuine cross
collaboration prevents duplication of work and
delivers greater bang for our bucks; and we have
demonstrated that stability can be delivered
through the longevity of the investment from
DCQ, landholders, local governments, as well as
the Queensland and Australian governments.
Above all this, four little words from a landholder
will stay with me forever… “You’ve given us
hope.”
To me, our weed program shows what strength
of unity, joint endeavour and mutual respect can
achieve. There is nothing we can’t do if we put
our minds to it and work together.
Our program has delivered a huge increase in
weed control outside the core infestations, as well
as buy-in from existing landcare groups and the
formation of new landcare groups in the region.
We have trialled and tested, innovated and
refined, applied, tweaked, re-tested, perfected
and delivered what many thought couldn’t be
done. But we haven’t rested on our laurels, and
are still involved in chemical trials for better weed
management to boost landscape productivity
and improve the habitat for our native flora and
fauna.
Now, you could be forgiven for thinking all we
do is weed control. While it is the major focus
of our funders, we are also heavily involved in
the control of feral pig numbers in the Channel
Country, preventing their spread into sensitive
wetlands like the RAMSAR listed Coongie Lakes
in far northeast South Australia where they
would cause significant damage to the critical
habitat of the Gray Grasswren and the Painted
Snipe.

What this past year has shown, is that we are
now, in collaboration with landholders and other
stakeholders, putting very serious runs on the
board for our region. The other thing it has
made abundantly clear is that changes in the
state of landscapes through natural resources
management activities, mostly don’t happen
within the three year political cycle required
by funders. Our natural assets are often like
a supertanker: it takes a long time before the
pressure applied to the helm results in a new
course.
However, this past year has demonstrated how
solid our foundations are, the following we
now have in the community and at state and
federal level, and how our successes are paying
dividends to our community. Change cannot
be measured in a year but, after 12 years of
concerted effort, we’re certainly seeing some
changes in the landscape now.
These changes happen because the right people
come together to affect change: the DCQ team,
our regional landholders, local government, as
well as State and Federal governments… the
right people… and the time and space for them
to grow and mature and deliver.
… I couldn’t be more proud!

Leanne Kohler

The feral pig control program has seen
considerable support from landholders for
the monitoring and culling programs through
replacing batteries and SD cards in monitoring
cameras, and providing accommodation and
logistical support for culls.
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dcq
If, behind every good man there’s a good woman,
then behind every good field team, there’s good
support team.
Wherever our field team has gone, they’ve won
over landholders with their work ethic, efficiency
and attitude.
And wherever they went, the
operations and logistics team was right behind
them, making sure everything was organised
- accommodation, food, fuel, chemicals, DCQ
Weed Plan agreements, maps… and fruit cakes.
For most of the year the field team romanced
the prickly acacia along Wokingham Creek,
northwest of Winton where, despite the drought,
all 14 properties along the creek have committed
to prickly acacia eradication through a DCQ 5
Year Weed Plan. These 14 plans cover 152,000
hectares of prime grazing land feeding into the
Diamantina River, so getting rid of prickly acacia
along the Wokingham has huge benefits to those

downstream, particularly Diamantina National
Park and the Channel Country.
Not only have landholders continued to join
our weed program more enthusiastically than
anticipated, many are also looking beyond the
weed program and talking about issues such as
weed seed hygiene and the quarantining of stock
prior to movement from infested to clean areas.
Over the year, we contributed over one and
a quarter million dollars to local businesses,
through chemical and equipment purchases, and
provided short-term employment opportunities
for 10 contractors.
The big question is, does our work have the
benefits we think. The only way to find out is to
monitor how the land responds to prickly acacia
eradication’ consequently, we’ve set up three
trial sites so we can record the regeneration
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of ground cover and improvement of land condition following different control and regeneration
techniques. The double benefit from the trial sites was that we were able to offer work experience
opportunities in fence construction for long term unemployed through the ResQ program.
While it might appear our year was all weeds, it wasn’t. We continued with our Channel Country feral
pig control program, our support for high value environmental areas through a survey of native and
feral fish in bore drains near the Edgbaston springs, and the rolling out of some great field days.
Also found time in there to provide some training and practical experience to the Indigenous Lake
Eyre Basin Land and Sea Rangers in weed surveying and data collection, feral pig control activities
and endangered species protection.
Oh, and we launched our new website… check it out!
A broad overview of our year is as follows:

>> 14 Sustainable Agricultural Property Plans were developed as part of our PACT program, covering
152,000 hectares.

>> 10 local contractors used at various times to supplement our workforce.
>> $1.29 million spent on chemicals, equipment, maintenance and repairs in local businesses.
>> 400,000 plus hectares of native habitat and agricultural land now have reduced threat from prickly
acacia as a result of our work.
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>> 22,000 hectares of prime Channel Country covered by our
feral pig control activities - part of our long-term plan to
prevent them spreading into ecologically sensitive areas.

>> 14 new feral pig monitoring sites established throughout

the Channel Country - these act as an early warning system
on the build up of numbers, and trigger control activities.

14
PACT
programs

>> 1038 kilometres of riparian habitat was treated for prickly
acacia and Parkinsonia, leading to regenerated native
pasture, improved water quality and reduced erosion.

>> 360km of bore drains surveyed at 25 sites around
the ecologically important Edgbaston Springs for feral
mosquito fish and the Edgbaston goby.

>> 3 trial sites were established to measure ground cover regeneration and improved land condition.

360km
Bore drains
surveyed

>> 95 people attended the Outback Gardening and Water

Quality field day near Muttaburra - star attraction was
gardening guru and ABC radio personality, Tom Wyatt.

>> 93 attendees at the Benlidi wool growers workshop.
>> Working with Biosecurity Queensland on more trials for
the use of misters on prickly acacia.

>> Provided

work experience opportunities in fence
construction for long term unemployed through the ResQ
program.

>> Provided training and practical experience in weed

97,229
ha weeds
treated

surveying, data collection, feral pig control and endangered
species protection to the Indigenous Lake Eyre Basin Land
and Sea Rangers.

>> Worked with the Pitta Pitta Traditional owners, LEB rangers
and Boulia State School to plant propagated Waddi Tree
seedlings in Boulia.

>> Provided information signage and brochures for the Waddi
Tree project.

188
workshop
attendees

>> Launched our new website!
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dc solutions
If variety is the spice of life, then diversity is
the life of business, especially when times are
challenging. And while the 14-15 year has been a
tough one for most small businesses right across
the economy, particularly in the drought-ravaged
west - we had a shining light with our filmmaking
arm.
While the highlight of the year was doing a job
for Channel 10’s The Project, we pushed out an
additional 76 high quality short films ranging
from news stories, promotion and instruction
videos, music clips and conference presentations,
to community and private events,
Elsewhere in the business, challenges bit
harder, but we still had some diverse projects
on our plates. We completed, with our partner,
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Yarramine Environmental, our major flood study
for the Blackall Regional Council. This study will
help set the foundation for flood preparedness
and mitigation efforts in Blackall town itself.
Co-delivering a Diploma of Counselling course
with
Jigsaw
Consulting
was
particularly
satisfying, given the toll that the third year of
drought is having on the resilience of many in
the community.
In the past, environmental work has been a
centrepiece of our work, and while this has tailed
off, we still did a few environmental clearances
and even relocated fish to enable engineering
works to the foundations of a weir.

As with any business, when times are tough, you have to take
an objective look at your profit centres and make some hard
decisions. Consequently, we have closed our catering arm, DC
Events, and concentrated our services on the couple of areas
where we have distinct points of difference to other service
providers.

70

thousand
donated to the
Foundation

Those areas are information signage, weed control, and
filmmaking; the points of difference are, respectively, knowledge
and capacity, technology and reputation, and location.
We continued to design and produce information signs, mainly
with an environmental or historical theme, for local councils and
natural resource management projects.
It was satisfying to undertake three major weed control projects
for the Department of Transport and Main Roads. Two were
eradicating prickly acacia from borrow pits (excavations created
during road building or repair) along the Landborough Highway,
as well as on district roads, while the third, also on a district
road, was significant in that it abutted and complemented
adjacent work done by DCQ and landholders.
Over the year we were able to provide quite a deal of business
support services (project management, communications,
specialist services) to our parent organisation, DCQ. This freed
up more DCQ budget for onground work, while keeping us fully
occupied.
As is our purpose, we donated all our profits for the year to the
Desert Channels Foundation, a pleasing $70,000. This will go
towards the conservation and sustainable management of the
natural environmental assets of the Desert Channels region.
Here’s hoping the fortitude and courage displayed by all those
waiting for rain is rewarded soon.

52

projects

37

new clients

76
short films
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donate
now

www.dcfoundation.org.au
or phone 07 4658 0600
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foundation
Sometimes, it’s the smallest things that cause the greatest
excitement, and this is epitomised by the buzz at Desert
Channels Foundation caused by the 24 centimetre Pezoporus
occidentalis… the Night Parrot.
Thought lost for almost a century, the Night Parrot was ‘rediscovered’ by indefatigable naturalist, John Young, in the heart
of the Desert Channels region in 2013. It is now a focal point for
our Foundation work.
Early in the year we completed a social research project to
ascertain landholder attitudes to specific aspects of Night
Parrot conservation. This project was part of wider Night Parrot
research being lead by the world’s foremost expert on the bird,
Dr Steve Murphy, and will be used to inform the development
of a species recovery strategy. We are currently working with
Bush Heritage Australia to ensure the future of this enigmatic
denizen of the Outback.
Meanwhile, our emblematic Habitat Protection and Restoration
project has been boosted by the purchase of another two allterrain vehicles to assist with the eradication of prickly acacia
from Julia Creek Dunnart habitat.
The vehicles purchased by the Foundation for this project are
being used across a range of projects, enabling an extension
of onground works and subsequent benefits. Most notably, the
Landcruiser has enabled additional feral pig monitoring work
to be undertaken across the ecologically important Channel
Country.

Worth seeing?
Absolutely!
Worth protecting?
Undoubtedly!
Worth supporting?
Without question!

2

projects

2

vehicles
purchased

On another front, development has begun on two major
strategies to guide the future work of the Foundation. These
are exciting times and we’re looking forward to making major
announcements in the coming year on project initiatives, as well
as an innovative bursary and scholarship.
Once again, to all our donors over the past year, a very big thank
you for your ongoing generosity. A special thanks to our major
benefactor, DC Solutions, the commercial arm of our group,
which donates all of its profits to our work.
Thanks for a great 14-15, and here’s to an even better 15-16.
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Winners are grinners
In September 2014, the smiles were wide, right
across our region, and the wider Lake Eyre Basin,
when our Lake Eyre Basin Partnership took out
the prestigious Australian RiverPrize.
Worth $200,000, the award was recognition for
20 years of effort by the Aboriginal communities,
conservations, graziers, mining and petroleum
industries, tourism operators, scientists, and
all levels of government to preserve the natural
flows of the highly variable, but critically
important rivers of the Lake Eyre Basin.
There are few examples, nationally or
internationally, of such widespread collaboration
and local level engagement focused on a Basin of
such size, diversity and variability.
Straddling 1.2 million square kilometres of semiarid and arid Australia, the Lake Eyre Basin is one
of the last free-flowing river basins in the world.
The boom bust cycles of these magnificent rivers
drive ecosystems that support a thriving cattle
industry in the world-renowned Channel Country,
as well as a fragile, yet resilient desert ecology.
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Stretching from north west of Camooweal
to south east of Port Augusta, from east of
Barcaldine, to west of Alice Springs, the Lake
Eyre Basin is a huge swath of the continent
where the rivers head inland, trying, and often
failing, to deliver their precious load to Kati
Thanda-Lake Eyre.
DCQ got together with South Australian Arid
Lands NRM, Territory NRM, Lake Eyre Basin
Community Advisory Committee and the Lake
Eyre Basin Scientific Advisory Panel to nominate
the community process that has been preserving
the free-flowing status of Lake Eyre Basin rivers
from increasing pressures for two decades.
In the mid 1990s, large-scale irrigators had
their eyes on what they saw as wasted water,
and they thought they could woo the locals…
they were so wrong on both counts: science
has shown the importance of every flow, and
graziers wanted no disruption to the successful
way they had managed the Channel Country for
over 100 years.

When it gets a flood, the channel country of the Cooper, Diamantina and Georgina is among the most
productive natural grazing land in the world; any disruption to the infrequent, and highly variable
flows could spell disaster.
The disparate groups that came together to defeat the ‘cotton on the Cooper’ proposals are still
working cooperatively with a shared commitment to the long-term sustainability of the river systems
through protection of the natural flows.
So hats off to those with the passion, knowledge, tenacity and vision who galvanised a community
against threats to these magnificent rivers in the 1990s.

The prize money will be spent on natural resource management activities in the Basin.
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A glimmer of hope
It is well known that Australia has an abysmal
record for extinctions since the arrival of
Europeans. In fact, we have the worst mammal
extinction rate in the world.
In the 227 years since colonisation, Australia has
lost more than 10% of its mammal species… 30
in all. More than 1,850 animals and plants are
listed as threatened under the Commonwealth
Environment
Protection
and
Biodiversity
Conservation Act.
To make matters worse, most of our wildlife is
unique to this continent: 94% of our frogs, 93%
of our reptiles, 87% of our mammals and 45% of
our birds are endemic… found nowhere else on
the planet.
It seems we’ve fared a little better with fish, but
then, we’re not sure.
What we do know is there are several fish in our
region that are found nowhere else, and they
only exist in a few small, shallow artesian springs
- the Elizabeth Springs goby, Edgbaston goby
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and the red-finned blue-eye, Australia’s most
endangered fish.
Part of the conservation process for these fish is
to understand and estimate the threats to them.
In the case of these shallow, isolated artesian
spring dwellers, shrinkage or closure of the
springs due to Great Artesian Basin pressure
loss, feral animals, weeds and feral fish are the
issues.
As part of our HEAT (High-value Environmental
Area Targets) program, we surveyed 360
kilometres of bore drains around the Edgbaston
Reserve, to check for the presence of the feral
fish, gambusia.
Also known as mosquito fish, gambusia were
introduced from America in 1925 to combat
mosquito larvae; however, they proved to be
more adept in preying on the eggs and young of
native fish, and displacing them through vigorous
reproduction and aggressive competition for
resources.

Unfortunately, the red-finned blue-eye has disappeared from every spring where gambusia have
invaded; however, the Edgbaston goby hasn’t, and it may be the male’s habit of guarding the eggs
that is allowing it to persist in the face of the gambusia invasion.
Regardless, it is important to understand the distribution of gambusia in surrounding water bodies
to better protect the red-finned blue-eye and the Edgbaston goby, hence our survey of bore drains.
And you can imagine the excitement of fish ecologist, Dr Adam Kerezsy, when he discovered a
population of Edgbaston goby in a property bore drain, more than 20 kilometres from the few
springs they normally call home.
According to some reports, the normally phlegmatic Adam, almost broke into a celebratory jig, but
apparently it was only a slight smile.
What really got Adam excited
was the fact that with no human
intervention, these tiny fish were
transported in some manner, from
the few springs in which they are
found, many kilometres to an artificial wetland
that developed, again, without human intervention,
from a property bore drain.
Just as excited that Queensland’s second most endangered
fish had chosen their bore drain as a new home were David
and Liz Wehl, owners of Ravenswood. “I was a bit surprised
to see them here,” David said.
“These drains have been flowing for close on 120 years I guess.
At different times they’ve been cleaned out, different things have been
done to them - they’ve changed course…”
Whatever the Wehls were doing, these little fish found it to their liking, and
Adam said it gives hope that there may be other artificial wetlands out there
with similar characteristics where Edgbaston goby might be living. Such places
are surrogate springs, critical insurance policies against a disaster in any or all of
the ‘home’ springs of the species.
Like most landholder, David Wehl is more than happy to help. “I think it will change the
way we use this little paddock anyway; we certainly will look after this a bit for them,” he said.
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Location, location, loca...
It could be said that the three most important
things about filmmaking are location, location,
location. In its first seven years our filmmaking
arm, Desert Channels Digital has a few insights
into this emphatic repetition, and we’ve arrived
at a few other truths as well.
Location is critical as the setting of a film,
but it is also important when it comes to your
base of operations. We are the only full time
commercial filmmaker in the region, and we
love the challenge of capturing compelling and
authentic stories, set within our vast and often
inhospitable landscape. And it’s our mission to
do this in an affordable way.
Our intimate knowledge of the people and
landscapes enables us to tell authentic stories
about this part of the country. We are part of
the community and understand their dreams
and aspirations, and we care about the future
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of the Outback where we live. We’re all about
storytelling - whether it’s capturing news,
chronicling events, passing knowledge, sharing
moments, or preserving culture - it’s what we
do, craft the visual story at the heart of events.
It’s been a huge year, with many a candle burned
at both ends in producing 77 films… everything
from endangered species to dance, Landcare
stories to concerts, music clips to conferences,
forums to funerals, and interviews to advertising.
Not all of our work was in the region: we
produced short films from a conference in Alice
Springs and a Landcare film near Morven. And
not all our films were destined for the region...
a Grazing Drought summit and OBE Beef forum
were picked up worldwide, while our film of the
Lachie Cossor Stockman Show promoted the
Australian Stockman’s Hall of Fame and found a
big audience nationally.

Perhaps closest to our hearts, and the heart of
the country, was an interview and landscape
footage we produced to support the ultimately
successful nomination of the Lake Eyre Basin for
the prestigious Australian RiverPrize.
Our instructional clip on how to use the Fulcrum
App on smartphones to collect data on feral
animals and weeds has been a great success,
providing land managers with an easy stepthrough on how the app works. The clip caught the
attention of the Fulcrumapp.com in the US, and
is being used in a case study showing how DCQ
is adapting and using their software. Promoting
this app supports DCQ’s crowdsourcing of data…
enlisting the wider landholder community in
collecting data on weeds and ferals to provide
the best information for management decisions.

To cap it all off, Channel 10 commissioned us
to interview and shoot footage for The Project
- a story about banks playing hardball with a
drought-stricken grazier. We were here when the
story broke, so that old real estate adage again
rang true - location, location, location.
So all in all, it’s been a busy year behind the
camera, and at the editing desk... most of the
films we produced can be viewed on our YouTube
channel, Desert Channels Digital, so have a
look and check out why our channel pushed up
towards twelve thousand views for the year.
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our team
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staff

Leanne Kohler
I have to admire women brave enough to be authentic…
discarding the unnecessary baggage of expectations;
breaking the shackles of conformity; standing tall,
guiltless and unapologetic; and embracing their intrinsic
value with self confidence… women who defy convention
to become all they can be, and more. They are my rolemodels!

Alun Hoggett
As each year tips out its bag of life’s gravel and jewels, I
become more resigned to loving this part of the country,
and the hardy, hilarious, ingenious and insuppressible
people who have found their place here. These people
are living examples of persevering and, usually,
succeeding against the odds.

Andrew Burrows
Persistence in the face of adversity is exemplified by the
wonderful astrebla species of the downs. Challenged by
soil structure, water availability and browsing, it literally
digs deep to bounce back repeatedly, rolling with the
seasons. Mitchell grass typifies our regional characters
who display the same traits and enrich our landscape.
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Brittany Wakefield
Landholders and businesses in drought affected regions
who still have the courage to keep on going although they
are faced with hardships. It’s these people I admire the
most. These people are what make this place what it is,
and makes me realise what is important in life.

Christine O’Brien
Having a passion and driving it to achieve results even
when receiving criticism, standing up for what you
believe in, making the most of every moment in life
and working hard to achieve a dream are the traits that
inspire me to go on, and have the courage to strive for
more.

Denice Price
Coming into a unfamiliar job and learning new areas of
work can be a challenge, but when it’s at DCQ, you don’t
have to look far for inspiration. Seeing how the people
who live and work in this wonderful region cope with
severe drought, is a great example of resilience.

Helen Cross
I admire those who have stepped outside their comfort
zone to take on roles that don’t come naturally to them,
to fight for DCQ and our weed program. But also small
landholders who are digging in, finding outside work, and
working extra hard, to keep it all going, waiting for rain.
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Jade Fraser
You can tell a lot about a person from they way they
handle a challenge, and whatever challenges DCQ faces,
one optimistic, untiring person glues everything and
everyone together. They always have faith, lead by
example, and keep us well informed. They make DCQ
such a special place to work.

Jason Dolgner
Is courage the bullrider, or the rodeo clown protecting
him? Is it the terminally ill still smiling every day, or the
overwhelmed who just keep going? Or is it just anyone
with determination and get up and go, trying to make
the world and our community a better place?

Jason Smith
Most don’t have the privilege to rub shoulders with
the people I work with and meet through work. These
people live in isolation, in unpredictable and often
unforgiving times and situations… they have to be
self sufficient. I admire and am inspired by their
honesty, courage, resilience, patience, humour and
determination.

Kylie Dalzell
How do we deal with problems in our family? We say
‘suck it up and move on’. Which is probably why I
admire people that can get through adversity with a
smile on their face and a can do attitude. Life’s for
living, and they just get on with it.
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Leigh Deutscher
Travel and the natural world inspire me… getting up close
and personal with plants and animals that have evolved
into specialists in their niche. Not only in the wonderfully
diverse Desert Channels region, but in the rainforests
of the Amazon, the mountains of Peru and the amazing
Galapagos Islands.

Mark Kleinschmidt
Survival and perseverance in spite of the odds is what
it’s all about… droughted graziers, Night Parrots, small
towns, not-for-profits... the list goes on, but most of all
I ‘dips me lid’ to the first on the list, especially those
clinging, with aching arms and bloodied fingernails, to the
precipice of debt.

Peter Kleinschmidt
These blokes who never give up inspire me. No matter
how many times they’re knocked down by drought and
poor prices, they just keep getting back up. They stand
up for what they believe in, and don’t let anyone push
them around, but they are always there to help when
required.

Peter Spence
After 2 years of hard work by all the team, we killed our
2,000,000th prickly acacia tree. When people see what
we do and how we do it, they want to be involved, so
we’re working on a 15 minute film that showcases our
work and how it all came about.
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Roelie Hartwig
Follow your dreams... know your limits... have a go... be
strong... push those boundaries. Once again, and thanks
to technology and an understanding boss, I’ve been able
to split my year between DCQ, and the international
Montessori movement. Whether in Amsterdam, Dallas or
Longreach, either office is only a keystroke away.

Roger Taiki
I have to admire landholders who, despite the adversity
of a major drought, still look to the future. When you see
a property where they have done so much weed control
work, it really gives you the motivation to do the job well
and to see it through to the end... kia ora.

Shelleagh Hunt
‘You can’t teach an old dog new tricks’ is not something
that applies in our Organisation. Knowledge, experience,
work ethic, embracing change and technology, having
drive and passion for the work we are doing and the
ability to engage with those around them are qualities
and traits I admire.
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board
Bruce Scott
I’m constantly inspired by the kindness, courage and
resilience of this region’s people. As land managers and
members of communities, families and work forces, we
all have challenging times, it always amazes me how we
respond to the needs of others, especially the kindness
and selflessness that flows to those in hardship.

Doug Humann
Notwithstanding our wonderful natural environment I
often reflect on how members of our Desert Channels
community cope with the daily challenges of life in the
remote and often isolated parts of the Channel Country.
2014/15 has been no exception. We have all been tested
and hopefully found strength within ourselves and our
community.

Leonie Nunn
The amazing work the DCQ team does in eradicating
prickly acacia continues to be an inspiration. In difficult
physical conditions and a challenging funding climate, the
workforce and board remain dedicated to the tasks at
hand. To further inspire, our Lake Eyre Basin Partnership
won the prestigious 2014 Australian RiverPrize.

Errol Entriken
With a background in agribusiness, Errol joined our
Board in 2007. He spent ten years on the Georgina
Diamantina Catchment Committee, two of them as Chair.
Errol brought practical, understated, but keenly sought
contributions to Board discussions over the years. We
wish him well with his future endeavours.
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Gerry Fogarty
Despite the worst drought in memory, and reduced
funding, DCQ has delivered many environmental
programs in 2015. We should consider our future in the
renewable energy area, and ensure we continue to have
close working relationships with aboriginal people who
will advise governments on environmental matters more
in the future.

Casey Stringfellow
Casey brought flair for innovation and entrepreneurship,
and experience on not-for-profit boards, to our board in
2011. Ever ready to support innovation, he was a strong
advocate for our efforts in identifying, exploring and
exploiting opportunities in sustainable natural resource
management. We are the better for his insightful
contributions.

Ann Ballinger
With wise old eyes, the merino ewe looks out across the
clay pan shimmer from the scant shade she shares with
her mates, along the bore drain. From an early age she
learnt to roll with nature, not fight against it… to make
peace with it. A fine example to mankind.

Mike Pratt
An environment free of declared pest plants and animals
would be a great legacy for future generations. Having
spent my working life in the sheep and cattle industries,
I appreciate the challenges posed by pests, and fully
support those with the courage to take whatever action
necessary to eradicate them.
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financial snapshot
2014/2015

Income & Funding at a Glance $2.80 millionn

Note: This graph includes grant revenue and other income such as interest, saleable items,
membership fees, sponsorship, and donations.

Highlights
•

Desert Channels Group successfully renegotiated the Federal, Caring for Our Country
regional investment project to the new Natural Resource Management project under the
National Landcare Programme.

•

The completion of a number of projects and a decrease in funding has seen Income &
Funding reduced by approximately $1.09 million.

•

Desert Channels Group has continued to complete a wide variety of State and Commonwealth
supported projects including prickly acacia and other weed control, feral animal control,
water quality and land management, Landcare and climate change, along with community
hosted projects including wild dog control measures and Indigenous engagement.

•

There has been continued support for the Foundation throughout the financial year with our
commercial arm, DC Solutions Ltd, donating a further $70,000.
*AG - Australian Government
*QG - Queensland Government
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Expenses & Funding at a Glance $3.05 millionn

Note: This graph represents expenses from our Detailed Profit & Loss Statement, less depreciation
plus capital expenditure. Unexpended grant funds as at 30th June 2015 have been carried forward
into the 2015/2016 Financial Year.

Highlights
•

Desert Channels Group, through its ‘hands on’ action approach, has directly invested
approximately $956,000 in onground works to meet various project milestones in this
financial year.

•

During difficult drought times, Desert Channels Group has injected approximately $1.29
million into local businesses throughout the region in completing State and Federal projects,
particularly in relation to the control of weeds and feral animals.

•

Desert Channels Foundation’s Habitat Protection and Restoration project was expanded
through the purchase of a further two all terrain vehicles, enabling additional onground
works to be undertaken across a range of environmental projects.

DISCLOSURE: This Desert Channels Group financial snapshot is based on unaudited
accounts at time of printing.
A comprehensive financial report can be viewed online at: www.dcq.org.au/financials-2015
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photo credits
Images from the Channel Country Photographic Competition
and DCQ image library.
p5: Fence sitter - Henry Cook
p16: Lightning scare - Lillian Kent
p17: Red Cliffs - Christine Bradshaw
p18: Heading west - Christine Bradshaw
p22: Galahs watching me - Ben Hogan
p28: Sundowners - Jayne Douyere
p31: Watery takeoff - Janette Lawler
p32: Southern neighbours - Jayne Douyere
p43: Inland sea - Lorraine Kath
p44: Windmill sunset - Rebecca Bishcel
p48: Desert beaches - Lorraine Kath
All other images from the DCG Image library.
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